
Wednesday Thursday Friday

Survivor Science

(Grades 4 & 5)

Zoo Engineers

3 classes $66R/$74NR

Sep 13 - Sep 27 Tuesday

#9055 5Y - 6Y 2:45 - 3:30pm

#9056 Gr. 1 - 3 4:00 - 4:45pm Science Sleuths for Kinders

5 classes $107R/$120NR
Dynamic Planet Sep 15 - Oct 13 Thursday

#9063 Gr. 4 - 5 3:30 - 4:30pm

4 classes $87R/$99NR

Oct 4 - Oct 25 Tuesday

#9057 5Y - 6Y 2:45 - 3:30pm

#9058 Gr. 1 - 3 4:00 - 4:45pm

7 classes $140R/$158NR

Microbeasts Sep 14 - Oct 26 Wednesday Toy Design

#9053 5Y - 6Y 3:30 - 4:15pm

6 classes $123R/$142NR

Nov 2 - Dec 14 Wednesday
*No class 11/23 5 classes $107R/$120NR

3 classes $66R/$74NR #9054 5Y - 6Y 3:30 - 4:15pm Oct 20 - Nov 17 Thursday

Nov 1 - Nov 15 Tuesday #9064 Gr. 4 - 5 3:30 - 4:30pm

#9059 5Y - 6Y 2:45 - 3:30pm

#9060 Gr. 1 - 3 4:00 - 4:45pm

Holiday Chemistry

Lotions & Potions

3 classes $66R/$74NR

Dec 1 - Dec 15 Thursday

3 classes $66R/$74NR #9065 Gr. 4 - 5 3:30 - 4:30pm

Nov 29 - Dec 13 Tuesday

#9061 5Y - 6Y 2:45 - 3:30pm

#9062 Gr. 1 - 3 4:00 - 4:45pm

JMZ Science Classes

 for K-5TH GRADES
Fall 2016

Older Kids

Learn and practice the engineering

design process at the zoo. Young

engineers will conduct "need finding"

with a zookeeper as a means to

invention. Then they will prototype and 

Create and design holiday gifts and cards

using a variety to tools and materials,

including electronics.

In this class, we?ll harness the power of

chemistry to make some tasty treats,

lotions and potions. Turn them into

holiday gifts or keep them all to yourself! 
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This exciting class will teach basic survival skills

including tying knots, finding cover, making a

compass, way finding, and finding food and

clean water.

Join us to learn about the forces that shape our

dynamic planet. Learn about earthquakes and

volcanoes, and how our planet is always

changing. Find out about the oldest and

youngest places on Earth.

Dive into science at the JMZ. Each

week, we'll explore a variety of exciting

science topics. Join us and learn about

things that chirp, fizz and zoom.

Activities change each session, quarter

and year, so you can sign up again and

have new adventures! This class is

designed for kindergarteners.

Preschoolers interested in similar

content may enroll in Discovery

Wednesdays or Discovery Fridays.

Learn about tiny animals such as insects,

spiders, worms, pillbugs, giant millipedes and

scorpions. Discovery the amazing adaptations

that help them capture prey, reproduce and

hide from predators.

Want to mix it up? Join us to check out what

makes lotion smooth or why a potion fizzes.

Create some unique concoctions of your own to

take home or give as a gift to someone special. 

Register early! 
Visit www.cityofpaloalto.org/enjoy 
or call 650-329-2111 for more info. 


